EQUITY SALES / SALES TRADING DISCLAIMER
Electronic communication including emails and other transmitted documents (“Messages”) may have been
prepared by Equity Sales and/or Equity Sales Trading functions (“Sales & Sales Trading”) within MAINFIRST
BANK AG or one of its affiliates (collectively “MAINFIRST”), and may not have been produced, reviewed or edited
by MAINFIRST’s Equity Research Department (“Research”). Any opinions expressed in Sales & Sales Trading
Messages are those of the author or individual sender (“Author”) and may differ from the opinions expressed by
other MAINFIRST departments, including Equity Research.
These Messages are intended for the personal use of the recipient and do not constitute an offer, a
recommendation or a solicitation to enter into, or otherwise purchase or sell, any transaction or security, or to
participate in any particular trading strategy unless they are explicitly referenced as such content. These
Messages, and the information contained therein, do not constitute the provision of investment advice unless they
are explicitly referenced as such advice. These Messages are for the general information of our clients and are a
general solicitation of equities business.
Sales & Sales Trading is subject to additional potential conflicts of interest which Research does not face.
MAINFIRST may engage in transactions in a manner inconsistent with the views discussed in a Message.
MAINFIRST trades or may trade in instruments discussed in a Message. Sales & Sales Trading personnel are
compensated in part based on the volume of transactions effected by them. Other criterion for compensation is
composed of different quantitative and qualitative factors.
Assumptions, estimates and opinions expressed constitute the Author’s judgment as of the date of the Message
and are subject to change without notice. Past performance is not necessarily indicative of future results. The
Messages are based upon public information that MAINFIRST considers reliable as of the date hereof, but
MAINFIRST does not represent that it is accurate and complete.
Certain transactions or securities mentioned in a Message, give rise to substantial risk, and are not suitable for all
investors. Messages are intended for eligible counterparties, professional clients and qualified institutional
investors only and are supplied for informational purposes only. MAINFIRST transacts business with
counterparties on an arm’s length basis and on the assumption that each counterparty is experienced and
capable of independently evaluating the merits and risks of each transaction and that the counterparty is making
an independent decision regarding any transaction.
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